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First Days of the Year Hélène Cixous 1998 An inner journey across space and time linking the
"author" to other poets, this lyrical essay-poem continues Helene Cixous's rewriting of notions of
boundary, self, other, and author. Cixous here interrogates the status of the author, connecting distant
instances of herself with other writers who traverse genders, generations, and national boundaries.
First Days of the Year is a celebration of beginnings and future possibilities, based on necessity and
hope, constantly mediating writing and living, life and death. Like all of Cixous's profoundly original
works, it seductively leads the reader into a new way of thinking by disrupting fixed ideas of psychic
identity, subjectivity, and language.
Brazilian Feminisms Solange Ribeiro de Oliveira 1999
The Head of the Saint Socorro Acioli 2016-03-08 A 2017 LA Times Book Prize Finalist A quirky story
of love, mischief, and forgiveness from Brazil’s foremost award-winning author for young readers, in her
U.S. debut. Fourteen-year-old Samuel is newly orphaned and homeless in a small town in Brazil. He
lives in a giant, hollow, concrete head of St. Anthony, the lingering evidence of the village’s inept and
failed attempt to build a monolith over a decade ago. He didn’t know what it was when he crawled into
it, seeking shelter during a storm, but since coming there, he hears beautiful singing, echoing like
magic in the head twice a day. So he stays. Miraculously, he can also hear the private prayers and
longings of the villagers. Feeling mischievous, Samuel begins to help answer these prayers, hoping that
if he does, their noise will quiet down and he can listen to the beautiful singing in peace. Ironically, his
miracles gain him so many fans that he starts to worry he will never fulfill his own true longing and find
the source of the singing. Filled with beautiful turns of phrase and wonderfully quirky characters, The
Head of the Saint is a riotous story of faith and magic that won’t soon leave your thoughts.
Rainy Season José Eduardo Agualusa 2009 A journalist is trying to find out what happened to Lidia, who
disappeared in Luanda in 1992 - a point in time when the civil war flared up again with unprecedented
ferocity. The story tells of the disappointment of the two protagonists, which represents the
disappointment of a whole nation."
Agua Viva Clarice Lispector 1989 Discusses life, time, beauty, experience, meaning, music, and art.
The Author as Plagiarist João Cezar de Castro Rocha 2006 An in-depth look at how Machado de Assis
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affirms his uniqueness through the role of a reflective reader who eventually becomes a self-reflective
author, whose text is primarily the written memory of his private library
Library of Congress Catalogs Library of Congress 1970
Latin American Culture Studies Gloria Contreras 1987 This collection of materials is designed to
help educators teach about Latin American culture more effectively. The introduction offers a rationale
for studying about Latin America. Six chapters cover: (1) Key Ideas; (2) Concept Papers; (3) Lesson
Plans and Writing Skills Development; (4) Games and Student Activities; (5) Arts and Crafts; and (6)
Annotated Bibliography. An appendix is included that contains statistical profiles for each of the
countries of Latin America. (DB)
A Time to Meet Fernando Tavares Sabino 1967
The Language of Bion P.C. Sandler 2018-05-08 Considering that introductory books cannot replace
an author's original words,and that Bion’ s concepts are often found to be difficult to grasp, Dr Sandler
has compiled an unusual style of dictionary. He assembles. He assembles relevant quotations from
Bion's texts together with the meaning of concepts and their place in the history of their development.
Clarice Lispector Diane E. Marting 1993 This reference provides a detailed record of the life and
career of Clarice Lispector, one of the most important Brazillian writers of the 20th century.
Vagueness in Translation Karen Catherine Sherwood Sotelino 2004
Kürschners deutscher Gelehrten-Kalender 2009 Each volume includes "Wissenschaftliche zeitschriften."
The Passion According to G.H. Clarice Lispector 2012-06-13 Lispector’s most shocking novel. The
Passion According to G.H., Clarice Lispector’s mystical novel of 1964, concerns a well-to-do Rio
sculptress, G.H., who enters her maid’s room, sees a cockroach crawling out of the wardrobe, and,
panicking, slams the door —crushing the cockroach —and then watches it die. At the end of the novel,
at the height of a spiritual crisis, comes the most famous and most genuinely shocking scene in
Brazilian literature… Lispector wrote that of all her works this novel was the one that “best
corresponded to her demands as a writer.”
The Last Jew Noah Gordon 2014-03-25 In the year 1492, the Inquisition has all of Spain in its grip. After
centuries of pogrom-like riots encouraged by the Church, the Jews - who have been an important part of
Spanish life since the days of the Romans - are expelled from the country by royal edict. Many who wish
to remain are intimidated by Church and Crown and become Catholics, but several hundred thousand
choose to retain their religion and depart; given little time to flee, some perish even before they can
escape from Spain. Yonah Toledano, the 15-year-old son of a celebrated Spanish silversmith, has seen
his father and brother die during these terrible days - victims whose murders go almost unnoticed in a
time of mass upheaval. Trapped in Spain by circumstances, he is determined to honor the memory of his
family by remaining a Jew. On a donkey named Moise, Yonah begins a meandering journey, a young
fugitive zigzagging across the vastness of Spain. Toiling at manual labor, he desperately tries to cling to
his memories of a vanished culture. As a lonely shepherd on a mountaintop he hurls snatches of almost
forgotten Hebrew at the stars, as an apprentice armorer he learns to fight like a Christian knight.
Finally, as a man living in a time and land where danger from the Inquisition is everywhere, he deals
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with the questions that mark his past. How he discovers the answers, how he finds his way to a singular
and strong Marrano woman, how he achieves a life with the outer persona of a respected Old Christian
physician and the inner life of a secret Jew, is the fabric of this novel. The Last Jew is a glimpse of the
past, an authentic tale of high adventure, and a tender and unforgettable love story. In it, Noah Gordon
utilizes his greatest strengths, and the result is remarkable and moving.
The Secret of Clarice Lispector. Marcus Deminco 2019-11-15 The Secret Of Clarice Lispector -- The
Truth No One Has Ever Told. -- WHY THE most important Brazilian woman writer in the 20th century,
considered the greatest Jewish writer since Franz Kafka, was known as 'The Great Witch of Brazilian
Literature?' What sort of bond did Clarice Lispector establish with the magical universe of sorcery? Why
her friend Otto Lara Resende always warned her readers to be careful with her texts, saying they were
not only literature but witchcraft? "Number 7 was my secret, kabbalistic number. There are 7 keys with
which all the songs that exists or that will exist can be composed [...] I assure you that 1978 will be the
real kabbalistic year. Therefore, I commanded to polish the instants of time, to shine the stars, to wash
the moon with milk, and the sun with liquid gold. Every year, I start to live another life." Despite having
died weeks before starting that so called kabbalistic year, those ritualistic habits and her obsessions for
numbers can supposedly clarify why Clarice has promptly accepted the invitation of warlock Simon to
participate as a lecturer in the First World Congress of Witchcraft.___________ By Best-Selling Writer
Marcus Deminco, Author of 'VERTYGO - The Suicide of Lukas'
The Book of Emotions (Brazilian Literature Series) João Almino 2011 A blind photographer from a
future Brazil evaluates pictures taken at defining moments of his life, finding that without his sight he
must reconstruct each image through emotional memories that bridge his objective and sentimental
views.
A Repertoire of Contemporary Portuguese Poetry Victor K. Mendes 2008-11 A critical look at younger
poets and a revisit of the major poets, Luís de Camóes and Fernado Pessoa, through articles and
reviews
WE KILLED MANGY-DOG AND OTHER STORIES Luis Bernardo Honwana 1974
This Dream the World Carolyne Wright 2017 This Dream the World: New and Selected Poems brings
together the most powerful and resonant poems of Carolyne Wright's books and chapbooks to date.
About the range of Wright's work, poet David Axelrod has written, "The language of Carolyne Wright's
poems is as rich, diverse, and bursting with life as the natural world of the coastal Northwest she calls
home; but her home is the world, much of which she has traveled. Her poems engage that larger world
and the lives of its citizens, their history, turmoil, and jeopardy. Hers is a poetry both of celebration and
of sober courage."
The World Encyclopedia of Contemporary Theatre Don Rubin 2001 This new paperback edition covers
theatre in Europe since World War II in fort-seven European nations. This book is an invaluable
resource to anyone interested in European theatre.
Portuguese Modernisms Steffen Dix 2017-07-05 For a more encompassing and stimulating picture of
Modernism seen as a movement of the 20th century, a broad spectrum of work across many countries
we must explore its diversity. Portuguese Modernism manifested itself both in visual art and in
literature, and made a vigorous contribution to this time of profound cultural change. Indeed, the
sociocultural transformations that marked the early 20th century in Portugal are still current. This
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volume provides a critical guide for students and teachers, contributed by an array of scholars with
unparalleled knowledge of the period, its artists and its writers. Steffen Dix is Research Fellow at the
Institute of Social Science, University of Lisbon; Jeronimo Pizarro is Research Fellow at the Linguistics
Centre, University of Lisbon.
Vertygo - The Suicide of Lukas Marcus Deminco 2017-02-24 -- Multiverse, Delusion or Fantasy? -Synchronicity, Coincidence or Destiny? Parallel Universe, Hallucination or Fugue of reality? -- Read And
Discover all the truth about Vertygo! -- ______STARTING from the confuses thoughts of a suicidal, and
through characters alluding to Greek mythology, this book will invites you to a fascinating journey,
unpredictable and surrounded by mysteries: among the incredible coincidences that defy chance
(Synchronicity), and the coexistence of Parallel Universes our reality life, but which can only be
accessed when -- due to some extremely traumatic event -- occur a kind of rupture with lucidity, and
driving by delirious the a person becomes to live simultaneously within an Alternative Reality. And it
was something like that, which also happened to Lukas that morning when he decides to die
[...]___________ By Best-Selling Writer Marcus Deminco, Author of 'The Secret Of Clarice Lispector'
Postcolonial Translation Susan Bassnett 2012-10-12 This outstanding collection brings together
eminent contributors (from Britain, the US, Brazil, India and Canada) to examine crucial
interconnections between postcolonial theory and translation studies. Examining the relationships
between language and power across cultural boundaries, this collection reveals the vital role of
translation in redefining the meanings of culture and ethnic identity. The essay topics include: * links
between centre and margins in intellectual transfer * shifts in translation practice from colonial to postcolonial societies. * translation and power relations in Indian languages * Brazilian cannibalistic
theories in literary transfer.
Transformations of Literary Language in Latin American Literature Kenneth David Jackson 1987
The Hour of the Star Clarice Lispector 1992 In a haunting psychological tale of despair and freedom,
Macabea is ugly, underfed, sickly, and unloved yet she fascinates Rodrigo because she is unaware of
how unhappy she should be
Current Contents. Arts & Humanities Institute for Scientific Information 2002
Library of Congress Catalog Library of Congress 1965 A cumulative list of works represented by Library
of Congress printed cards.
Free City João Almino 2013-10-03 Free City is master storyteller João Almino’s third novel to focus on
the city of Brasília, the social swirl of its early years, when contractors, corporate profiteers, idealists,
politicians, mystical sects, and even celebrities mingled. Putting past and present into direct conflict,
the story takes the form of a blog, even incorporating comments from other bloggers, each with their
vested interests, each with new reasons for spinning fictions of their own. Free City is master storyteller
João Almino’s third novel to focus on the city of Brasília, the social swirl of its early years, when
contractors, corporate profiteers, idealists, politicians, mystical sects, and even celebrities
mingled—including Aldous Huxley, Fidel Castro, Andre Malraux, John Dos Passos, Elizabeth Bishop, and
many others. Putting past and present into direct conflict, the story takes the form of a blog, even
incorporating comments from other bloggers, each with their vested interests, each with new reasons
for spinning fictions of their own.
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The Five Seasons of Love João Almino 2008 Fiction. Latino/Latina Studies. Translated from the
Portugese by Elizabeth Jackson. In THE FIVE SEASONS OF LOVE, acclaimed Brazilian writer Joao
Almino presents a compelling and sympathetic portrait of a woman whose life has not turned out as she
anticipated, and whose once audacious dreams have been replaced by half-truths, failures, and
frustration. To fulfill a pact made during her student days, fifty-five-year-old Ana Kauffman plans a party
to celebrate the new millennium. As old friends resurface and the countdown to the new century draws
near, Ana's past undergoes a series of unexpected revisions--beginning with the arrival of Berta, the
newly minted post-op persona of Ana's former boyfriend Norberto. Set amidst the chaos of
contemporary Brasilia, a place where even the most basic human affairs--love, friendship, sex, and
work--can take unlikely shapes, Ana's story is both relentlessly modern and profoundly timeless. Winner
of the Casa de las Americas 2003 Literary Award, THE FIVE SEASONS OF LOVE is an extraordinary
novel by a writer at the height of his powers.
Serviços Bibliográficos da Livraria Portugal Livraria Portugal. Serviços Bibliográficos 1985
The Columbia Guide to the Latin American Novel Since 1945 Raymond L. Williams 2007 In this
expertly crafted, richly detailed guide, Raymond Leslie Williams explores the cultural, political, and
historical events that have shaped the Latin American and Caribbean novel since the end of World War
II. In addition to works originally composed in English, Williams covers novels written in Spanish,
Portuguese, French, Dutch, and Haitian Creole, and traces the profound influence of modernization,
revolution, and democratization on the writing of this era. Beginning in 1945, Williams introduces major
trends by region, including the Caribbean and U.S. Latino novel, the Mexican and Central American
novel, the Andean novel, the Southern Cone novel, and the novel of Brazil. He discusses the rise of the
modernist novel in the 1940s, led by Jorge Luis Borges's reaffirmation of the right of invention, and
covers the advent of the postmodern generation of the 1990s in Brazil, the Generation of the "Crack" in
Mexico, and the McOndo generation in other parts of Latin America. An alphabetical guide offers
biographies of authors, coverage of major topics, and brief introductions to individual novels. It also
addresses such areas as women's writing, Afro-Latin American writing, and magic realism. The guide's
final section includes an annotated bibliography of introductory studies on the Latin American and
Caribbean novel, national literary traditions, and the work of individual authors. From early attempts to
synthesize postcolonial concerns with modernist aesthetics to the current focus on urban violence and
globalization, The Columbia Guide to the Latin American Novel Since 1945 presents a comprehensive,
accessible portrait of a thoroughly diverse and complex branch of world literature.
Index translationum, 27, 1974 Unesco 1978
Library of Congress Catalog Library of Congress 1965
"Coming to Writing" and Other Essays Hélène Cixous 1991 This collection presents six essays by
one of France's most remarkable contemporary authors. A notoriously playful stylist, here Hélène
Cixous explores how the problematics of the sexes--viewed as a paradigm for all difference, which is the
organizing principle behind identity and meaning--manifest themselves, write themselves, in texts.
These superb translations do full justice to Cixous's prose, to its songlike flow and allusive brilliance.
Granma Nineteen and the Soviet's Secret Ondjaki 2014-04-10 BY THE WINNER OF THE 2013 JOSÉ
SARAMAGO PRIZE AN AFRICA39/UNESCO CITY OF LITERATURE 2014 TOP AFRICAN WRITER
UNDER 40 A GUARDIAN TOP FIVE AFRICAN WRITER, 2012 WINNER OF THE GRINZANE PRIZE FOR
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BEST YOUNG WRITER, 2010 By the beaches of Luanda, the Soviets are building a grand mausoleum in
honour of the Comrade President. Granmas are whispering: houses, they say, will be dexploded, and
everyone will have to leave. With the help of his friends Charlita and Pi (whom everyone calls 3.14), and
with assistance from Dr. Rafael KnockKnock, the Comrade Gas Jockey, the amorous Gudafterov, crazy
Sea Foam, and a ghost, our young hero must decide exactly how much trouble he’s willing to face to
keep his Granma safe in Bishop’s Beach. Energetic and colourful, impish and playful, Granma Nineteen
and the Soviet’s Secret is a charming coming-of-age story from the next rising star in African literature.
Bay of All Saints & Every Conceivable Sin Ana Maria Miranda 1992
The End Fernanda Torres 2017-07-11 The End centers on five friends in Rio de Janeiro who, nearing
the end of their lives, are left with memories—of parties, marriages, divorces, fixations, inhibitions, bad
decisions—and the physical indignities of aging. Alvaro lives alone and spends his time going from
doctor to doctor and bemoaning the evils of his ex-wife. Silvio is a junkie who can’t give up the excesses
of sex and drugs even in his old age. Ribeiro is an athletic beach bum enjoying a prolonged sex life
thanks to Viagra. Neto is the square member of the group, a faithful husband until his last days. And
Ciro is the Don Juan envied by all—but the first to die, struck down by cancer. For all of them,
successful careers, personal revelations, and Zen serenity are out of the question, blocked by a
seemingly insurmountable wall of frustrations. Orbiting around them are a priest questioning his
vocation and a cast of complicated women, neglected and embattled by these self-involved men. Edgy
and wise, this tragicomic debut delves into taboo subjects—death, infidelity, impotence, the difficulties
of marriage—with unsentimental honesty, and brings Rio and these characters to life in full color.
World Encyclopedia of Contemporary Theatre Peter Nagy 2014-10-03 The World Encyclopedia of
Contemporary Theatre:Europe covers theatre since World War II in forty-seven European nations,
including the nations which re-emerged following the break-up of the former USSR, Czechoslovakia and
Yugoslavia. Each national article is divided into twelve sections - History, Structure of the National
Theatre Community, Artistic Profile, Music Theatre, Theatre for Young Audiences, Puppet Theatre,
Design, Theatre, Space and Architecture, Training, Criticism, Scholarship and Publishing and Further
Reading - allowing the reader to use the book as a source for both area and subject studies.
The Eternal Son Cristovão Tezza 2013-08-29 In this multi-award-winning autobiographical novel,
Cristovão Tezza draws his readers into the mind of a young father whose son, Felipe, is born with Down
syndrome. From the initial shock of diagnosis, and through his growing understanding of the world of
hospitals and therapies, Tezza threads the story of his son’s life with his own. Felipe, who lives in an
eternal present, becomes a remarkable young man; for Tezza, however, the story is a settling of
accounts with himself and his own limitations and, ultimately, a coming to terms with the sublime
ironies and arbitrariness of life. He struggles with the phantom of shame, as if his son’s condition were
an indication of his own worth, and yearns for a ‘normal’ world that is always out of reach. Reading this
compelling book is like stumbling through a trap door into the writer’s mind, where nothing is censored,
and everything is constantly examined and reinterpreted. What emerges is a hard-won philosophy of
everyday life. It is extraordinary to encounter a common human drama — the birth of a disabled child —
investigated profoundly by a father who happens to be a gifted writer. The Eternal Son is an honest and
insightful story by one of Brazil’s foremost contemporary novelists, here beautifully translated by Alison
Entrekin. It is world literature at its finest.
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